work alongside professional staff in conventional therapy and crisis management. The consumerproviders built relationships with clients, fostered relationships between their clients in home and community settings, and helped professional staff plan treatment (Rivera, Sullivan, & Valenti, 2007) .
Programs facilitated by consumer-providers can also be integrated into the mental health system and closely linked with professional services, for example, drop-in centers (Brown, Wituk, & Meissen, 2010) or social support programs for patients discharged from the hospital (Chinman, Weingarten, Stayner, & Davidson, 2001; Kaufmann, Ward-Colasante, & Farmer, 1993) . Data are limited on how widespread this practice is (Crawford et al., 2003; Geller, Brown, Fisher, Grudzinskas, & Manning, 1998) , but the consumer-provider workforce continues to grow (Salzer, 2010) and is spurred on by government funding and organizations that advocate for peers to provide services (Segal, Silverman, & Temkin, 2011) .
The overall benefits and harm of consumerproviders for client and service outcomes have been unclear. Simpson and House (2002) previously undertook a systematic review to examine the effect of involving consumer-providers in the delivery, training, and evaluation of mental health services; however most of the studies were low-quality, quasirandomized trials. Since publication of their review, several randomized controlled trials (RCTs) have been conducted. Therefore, it is time to evaluate the current evidence for consumer-provider involvement in mental health service delivery. Systematic reviews are a valuable tool to inform evidence-based policy making and practice and to influence future research for specific areas of health care. Such reviews identify, assess, and synthesize evidence from trials that examine the effects of interventions. Unlike a narrative or traditional review, a systematic review includes a protocol outlining a priori how the review will be undertaken, is transparent about the evidence to be included, and describes the methods used to assess the quality of this evidence and to minimize bias in the synthesis of the data. Cochrane systematic reviews, as described in The Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions (Higgins & Green, 2008) , are renowned for their rigorous methodology.
We conducted a Cochrane systematic review of all RCTs comparing statutory mental health services with and without consumer-provider roles as part of the service. We assessed the effect of consumerprovider involvement on client outcomes using standardized measures for psychosocial outcomes (e.g., quality of life, function, social relations) and mental health symptoms, as well as client satisfaction with services, attrition, and any reported adverse effects. The full technical report has been published in The Cochrane Library (Pitt et al., 2013) .
Delivering mental health services typically involves a combination of interventions, sometimes comprising different components that vary between different services. When undertaking a systematic review of a complex intervention, it is essential to identify the specific question being asked (e.g., "What effect do consumer-providers have on outcomes for adult clients of mental health services?") and to identify the sources of complexity to consider when evaluating the intervention (Squires, Valentine, & Grimshaw, 2013) . Further to this, a systematic review of complex interventions presents a number of challenges (Petticrew, Anderson et al., 2013) , some of which we discuss within the context of our review. Methodological approaches to understanding the harm and benefits of complex interventions is an area of ongoing research, as highlighted recently in Journal of Clinical Epidemiology .
The objectives of this article are (a) to summarize the findings of the Cochrane review and (b) discuss several key issues we identified where improvement can markedly strengthen the body of evidence in this area. Based on our review, we demonstrate how systematic reviews might inform future research and evidence-based policy-making decisions in the area of mental health services. Method The systematic review was conducted according to methods described in the Cochrane Handbook (Higgins & Green, 2008) and the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines (Moher, Liberati, Tetzlaff, Altman, & Prisma Group, 2009 ).
Eligibility Criteria
Studies were included in the review if clients of mental health services were randomized to receive care from either the usual health service employees or consumer-providers. We defined the term clients as individuals aged 18 years and older with a diagnosed mental health condition who received the mental health services described in the studies. We defined consumer-providers as individuals who have received or currently receive mental health services and who act as mental health service employees in a paid or unpaid capacity. Consumer-providers have also been described using the terms consumer-survivors, peer educators, peer specialists, consumer-employees, user-employees, and prosumers. We used the term professional to describe staff members employed within mental health services. We considered only studies involving statutory mental health services, meaning public services required by statute or law or public services involving statutory duties. We did not include studies of consumer-operated services or consumer-operated service providers, which are independent organizations providing peer-run services delivered within a self-help framework, nor did we include studies of social services, befriending services, or services in which consumer involvement was limited to service planning or policy committees.
Search
We searched the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL, The Cochrane Library 2012, Issue 3), MEDLINE (OvidSP; 1950 to March 2012 , EMBASE (OvidSP; 1988 to March 2012 , PsycINFO (OvidSP; 1806 to March 2012 , CINAHL (EBSCOhost; 1981 to March 2009 1993 to March 2012 , and reference lists of relevant articles. The search strategies for each database have been published elsewhere (Pitt et al., 2013) , and the MEDLINE strategy is provided in Appendix A. Studies were not limited by language or date of publication. We considered grey literature sources if they were cited in the reference lists of relevant articles; however, we did not undertake a systematic search of grey literature.
Study Selection
Two authors independently screened the search results to identify studies that met the eligibility criteria, and a third author acted as arbiter for any disagreements that could not be resolved through discussion.
Data Collection
One author collected data from each study using a data collection form specifically designed for this review. A second author checked all the data, and both authors discussed any discrepancies until they agreed on the final data.
The data collected included study design; numbers of participants in each treatment group; characteristics of trial participants (including diagnoses and demographics); description of the service or setting of consumer-provider involvement; characteristics of consumer-providers (number involved, diagnoses, demographics); the mechanism of involving consumer-providers (role description, training provided, support available); details of the mental health service provided to the intervention and comparison groups; and outcomes (list of outcomes assessed, tools used, information regarding validity of tools, time points assessed, outcome data).
Risk of Bias
Two authors independently assessed each of the studies for risk of bias using the Cochrane Risk of Bias tool (Higgins, Altman, & Sterne, 2008) . Specifically, we assessed whether studies had adequately randomized the treatment groups and concealed the allocation in order to minimize selection bias. To assess the risk of detection bias, we examined whether outcome assessors within the studies were blinded to participant allocation. We assessed selective outcome reporting by comparing the proposed outcome measures described in the Method section with the final outcomes reported, including whether outcome data were provided in full, were incomplete, or were only described narratively. We also assessed losses to follow-up, comparability of groups at baseline, and the risk of contamination between treatment groups.
The risk of bias assessments for each of the elements described above were summarized across all the studies. The summary was used to guide decisions about the overall risk of bias for each outcome of the review based on the combination of studies contributing to the results. Empirical evidence indicates that randomization, allocation concealment, blinding, and outcome assessment can have a significant impact on the size and direction of estimated effects of interventions in studies (Higgins et al., 2008) . For each separate outcome, we considered the overall risk of bias to be low if the combined studies had a low risk of bias for these four domains. If any of the combined studies had a high or unclear risk of bias in any of these domains, we considered the overall risk of bias to be moderate for that outcome. If all of the studies contributing to an outcome were at high risk of bias for most of these domains, we considered the overall risk of bias for that outcome to be high.
Finally, we considered the potential impact of any publication bias on the overall size and direction of effect in each of the studies. The potential impact was based on a subjective assessment of the number of studies and number of participants with outcome data that could not be combined in the overall summary estimate of effect and what, if anything, these studies reported about the size of the effect. For example, an outcome with data missing from a large study or a study that (narratively) reported a large effect size could be expected to have a significant impact on the summary estimate, potentially increasing the precision of the estimate, or increasing the size of the estimate, respectively.
Analysis
We analyzed data separately for two types of comparisons identified in the studies:
 consumer-providers versus professionals employed to perform the same role within a mental health service, and  mental health services with and without consumer-providers as an adjunct to the service. The full review assessed both client outcomes (psychosocial, mental health, and adverse effects) and outcomes related to service provision (service use and patterns in service provision). This paper focuses on client outcomes only. We have preferentially reported participant-rated outcome data over clinician assessments for any outcomes for which data were available from both participants and clinicians (e.g., quality of life and depression scales).
When possible, we pooled results of separate studies in a meta-analysis. Continuous outcomes were pooled using an inverse variance statistical method and a random-effects model. If studies used the same tool to measure continuous outcomes, the overall effect estimate was expressed as mean difference. When different tools were used across studies to assess the same continuous outcome, the overall effect estimate was calculated as a standardized mean difference (SMD) that was then re-expressed as a mean difference (MD) for one of the scales used by the studies (to facilitate interpretation of results). Dichotomous outcomes were pooled using the Mantel-Haenszel statistical method and a random-effects model and expressed as a risk ratio (RR). All effect estimates were calculated with a 95% confidence interval (CI). We used Review Manager 5 to conduct our analyses.
Identifying Key Areas for Improving the Body of Evidence
To address the second objective of this paper, we considered the limitations of the review and aspects of the review process or individual studies we felt might strengthen the review findings in subsequent updates. We discussed limitations based on our observation of the characteristics and risk of bias in the studies and important sources of heterogeneity we had identified in the body of evidence. We then prioritized the issues based on the overall impact we felt each issue had on the review findings as well as the potential for strengthening the body of evidence if the issue were to be addressed in future updates of the review. We considered the issues until we agreed on five key points to discuss as part of the second objective of this paper.
Results An overview of the search results and the selection of studies for inclusion in our review is presented in Figure 1 . Overall, we identified 11 RCTs involving 2,796 participants. Nine of these studies were conducted in the United States, one in Australia, and one in the United Kingdom. All clients receiving services in the 11 studies had severe mental health diagnoses, including psychotic illnesses and major mood disorders. In four studies, consumer-providers were involved as case managers; in one study, as facilitators of mutual support group therapy or cognitive behavioral therapy sessions; in four studies, consumerproviders assumed mentoring or advocacy roles; and in two studies, clients were referred to consumeroperated services integrated with statutory mental health services in addition to usual care.
Several studies were excluded because the groups compared differed in more aspects than the consumerprovider alone. This factor was identified as one of the key challenges of reviewing a complex intervention such as mental health service delivery. It is not possible to disentangle the effects of a consumer-provider if two different services, comprising different interventional components, are compared.
The 11 studies were classified by the type of comparison groups used to assess the effects of consumer-providers. Five studies assessed the effects of consumer-providers by focusing on a specific role within mental health teams that was held by a consumer-provider in one group and by a professional in the other group (Bright, Baker, & Neimeyer, 1999; Clarke et al., 2000; Rivera et al., 2007; Sells, Davidson, Jewell, Falzer, & Rowe, 2006; Solomon & Draine, 1995) . Six studies assessed the effect of consumer-providers as an adjunct to existing services (Craig, Doherty, Jamieson-Craig, Boocock, & Attafua, 2004; Gordon, Edmunson, Bedell, & Goldstein, 1979; Kaufmann, Schulberg, & Schooler, 1995; O'Donnell et al., 1999; Rogers et al., 2007; Sledge et al., 2011) . A detailed description of the characteristics of the studies is provided in Appendix B.
Tables 1 and 2 present client outcomes assessed in the review, including standardized measures of psychosocial outcomes (e.g., quality of life, function, social relations), standardized measures of mental health (e.g., general symptoms, depression), and client satisfaction with services. Overall, the results indicate that employing past or present consumers of mental health services as providers of mental health services achieves psychosocial, mental health symptom, and satisfaction outcomes that are no better or worse than those achieved through standard care. Furthermore, no adverse outcomes were reported for clients in any of the included studies; therefore, no evidence showed that involving consumer-providers is harmful to clients.
Records excluded
as not relevant (n = 182) [-0.80, 0.20] One study with moderate risk of bias showed no overall significant difference in client-rated life satisfaction for clients managed by consumer-providers compared with professional staff. We can be reasonably sure that the true effect actually lies between a 0.8-point reduction up to a 0.2-point increase on a 7-point scale (higher scores indicate greater life satisfaction). Inclusion of missing data (Sells et al., 2006; Solomon & Draine, 1995) is likely to increase the precision of the result. One study with moderate risk of bias indicated consumer-providers did not change client-reported function for daily activities on a 7-point scale (higher scores indicate greater function for daily activities). We can be reasonably sure that the true effect actually lies between a 0.07-point reduction up to a 0.07-point increase. Inclusion of missing data (Sells et al., 2006; Solomon & Draine, 1995) is likely to increase the precision of the result. One study with moderate risk of bias showed no overall significant difference in client-rated social relations for clients managed by consumer-providers compared with professional staff. We can be reasonably sure that the true effect actually lies between a 0.28-point reduction up to a 0.48-point increase on a 7-point scale (higher scores indicate better social relations). Inclusion of missing data (Sells et al., 2006; Solomon & Draine, 1995) is likely to increase the precision of the result. Two studies with moderate to high risk of bias showed no overall significant difference in clientrated symptoms for those managed by consumer-providers compared with professional staff. We can be reasonably sure that the true effect actually lies between a 0.06-point reduction and a 0.57-point increase on the BSI 5-point scale (higher scores are favorable). Inclusion of missing data (Solomon & Draine, 1995) is likely to increase the precision of the result. Depression 1 (67) Bright et al., 1999 1 (96) Solomon & Draine, 1995 BDI (Bright et al., 1999 BPRS subscale (Solomon & Draine, 1995) MSG: MD = 3.61 [-1.37, 8.59] CBT: MD = -5.57 [-12.9, 1.76] One small study with a high risk of bias indicated no overall significant difference in client-assessed symptoms for depression for clients managed by consumer-providers compared with professional staff. A subgroup receiving MSG indicated the true effect lies between a 1.37-point reduction and an 8.59-point increase on a 63-point scale (higher scores indicate worse symptoms). Another subgroup in the same study receiving CBT indicated the true effect lies between a 12.9-point reduction and a 1.76-point increase. Inclusion of missing data (Solomon & Draine, 1995) is likely to increase the precision of the result. Satisfaction with treatment 2 (213) Rivera et al., 2007 Solomon & Draine, 1995 -BHCRS (Rivera et al., 2007 Satisfaction w/treatment (Solomon & Draine, 1995) SMD = -0.22 [-0.69, 0.25] Two studies with moderate to high risk of bias indicated no overall significant difference in client satisfaction with treatment for clients managed by consumer-providers compared with professional staff. We can be reasonably sure that the true effect actually lies between 0.45 points lower and 0.16 points higher on the BHCRS 6-point scale (higher scores indicate greater satisfaction). Attrition 3 (333) Bright et al., 1999 Sells et al., 2006 Solomon & Draine, 1995 2 (250) Clarke et al., 2000 Rivera et al., 2007 Number of dropouts
Based on data from 3 out of 5 studies, the absolute risk reduction was 6 fewer people out of 100 dropping out in the group treated by consumer-providers. We can be reasonably sure that the true effect actually lies between 13 fewer people and up to 3 more people than those lost in groups treated without consumer-provider involvement. The impact of missing data on comparative attrition rate is unclear, because we were unable to determine whether losses were balanced across treatment groups; however, the attrition rate in these studies ranged from 11% to 20% (Clarke et al., 2000; Rivera et al., 2007) . Kaufmann et al., 1995 Sledge et al., 2011 LSP (Craig et al., 2004 Global Function Impairment (Sledge et al., 2011) MD = 3.00 [-5.75, 11.75] One study with a moderate risk of bias showed no overall significant difference in client-rated function for clients managed by consumer-providers compared with professional staff. The range of values for which we can be reasonably sure that the true effect actually lies between incorporates clinically important differences in both directions with a 5.75 point reduction up to a 11.75 point increase on a 39-point scale (higher scores equate to better function). The impact of missing data is unclear because data are not yet published for one study (Sledge et al., 2011) and insufficient data was available from Kaufmann et al. (1995) . One study with a moderate risk of bias showed no overall significant difference in client-rated social relations. The range of values for which we can be reasonably sure that the true effect actually lies between is a 0.53 point reduction up to a 0.33 point increase, on a 7-point scale (higher scores equate to better social relations). The impact of missing data is unclear because data are not yet published (Sledge et al., 2011) . Mental health symptoms -1 (90) Kaufmann et al., 1995 SCL-90; BPRS (Kaufmann et al., 1995) NE Sufficient data unavailable from Kaufmann et al. (1995) to calculate an estimate of effect and 95% CI. Two studies with a moderate to high risk of bias showed no overall significant difference in clientrated satisfaction for clients managed by consumer-providers compared with professional staff. The range of values for which we can be reasonably sure that the true effect actually lies between is 6.49 points fewer to 23.1 more on the VSSS, a 54-point scale (higher scores equate to greater satisfaction). The impact of missing data is unclear because data are not yet published (Sledge et al., 2011) . Attrition 3 (218) Craig et al., 2004 O'Donnell et al., 1999 Sledge et al., 2011 Gordon et al., 1979 Kaufmann et al., 1995 Rogers et al., 2007 Number of dropouts
Based on data from 3 out of 6 studies, there was an absolute risk reduction of losing 5 more people out of 100 through dropping out in the group with consumer-provider involvement. The range of values for which we can be reasonably sure that the true effect actually lies between is 4 fewer people and up to 20 more people than those lost in groups treated without consumer-provider involvement. The impact of missing data on comparative attrition rate is unclear, because we were unable to determine whether losses were balanced across treatment groups in 2 studies (Gordon et al., 1979; Rogers et al., 2007) and Kaufmann et al. (1995) was stopped early because of low rates of participation in the intervention group. Note. NE = not estimable ; RR = relative risk; QOLIMH = modified version of the Quality of Life Index for Mental Health; LSP = Life Skills Profile; SOS = Significant Others Scale; SCL-90 = Symptom Check List; BPRS = Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale; VSSS = Service Satisfaction Scale; CSQ = Client Satisfaction Questionnaire.
A key challenge identified during the analysis and synthesis of findings was the heterogeneity of outcomes measured across studies. The studies were inconsistent in the type of outcomes they measured, with only one outcome in the review (client attrition) reported by all of the studies. Even when more than one study measured the same outcome, pooling results was challenging, because different studies had used different tools to measure the same outcome (see "Measurement tools" in Tables 1 and 2) . None of the studies reported any adverse effects on clients. A small number of studies included a qualitative assessment of the impact on the consumerproviders themselves but none made comparable assessments of the impact on professionals fulfilling the same role.
An overall moderate-to-high risk of bias was seen in the results, as indicated in Figure 2 . Although most of the studies reported a random assignment of participants to treatment groups, descriptions of the methods of randomization or concealment of allocation were limited. Therefore, it is unclear whether adequate methods were used across the studies to minimize the risk of selection bias.
It is often difficult to blind participants and care providers to treatment allocation in studies involving behavioral interventions. Participant awareness of the consumer-provider's consumer status is actually an important part of the intervention. Whether participants felt they achieved better outcomes based on the knowledge they had received care from a consumer-provider is considered an effect of the intervention rather than a source of bias in these studies. Although participants and care providers were not blinded, it is still possible to blind outcome assessors in these studies for outcomes not assessed by the participants themselves. Only Solomon and Draine's (1995) study used outcome measures assessed by clinicians or trained interviewers; however, the assessors were not blinded to the intervention status of participants and the study did not report group comparison data that could be used in a metaanalysis. As such, the contribution of Solomon and Draine's study, with its potential bias to the overall body of evidence, is limited.
We identified contamination of treatment groups as a key limitation in several of the studies. Some studies that compared consumer-providers and professionals within the same role in the mental health service described both parties interacting on the same treatment teams, attending the same meetings, and sharing practice activities. If the consumer-providers and professionals consequently adopted similar behaviors to each other in these studies, the contamination might explain the lack of differences between groups. Among studies that compared services with consumer-providers as an adjunct to care, at least two reported that clients initially assigned to the control group accessed the intervention as well as a lack of uptake by clients assigned to the intervention group. The contamination of treatment groups in these studies meant the proportion of clients who accessed the intervention was similar in both the control and treatment groups; therefore, the study design was compromised and the purpose of the trial, which was to detect whether a difference in outcomes could be attributed to the intervention alone, was undermined.
In our review, selective outcome reporting was a significant source of potential bias. For individual studies, missing or incomplete outcome data can bias the overall reported findings. The limited data available for a meta-analysis affects the results of systematic reviews, and summary effect estimates Figure 2 . Risk of bias summary for studies included in the review. Green indicates items with low risk of bias, red indicates high risk of bias, yellow indicates items where the risk of bias is unclear due to insufficient information, and blank squares indicate items that are not applicable within individual studies. might be misleading if the impact of reporting and publication bias is not considered carefully. Table 1 and 2 highlight the issue of selective reporting for each outcome with the number of studies (and participants) that assessed an outcome but were not included in the meta-analysis because outcome data were either missing or incomplete. The potential impact of including missing data in a meta-analysis is also considered in the description of results (see the last column in Tables 1 and 2) .
After discussing the limitations of the studies in the review and the challenges we faced throughout the review process, we targeted five key issues of concern, four of which are outcome measurement, study design and evaluation of complex interventions, cross-contamination of treatment groups for community-based interventions, and trial reporting. If these issues are addressed and improved upon in future studies the strength of evidence regarding consumer-provider involvement in the delivery of mental health services, and subsequent updates of the review, might markedly improve. In addition, we observed no apparent improvement in these issues in recent trials, indicating a lack of cumulative learning from previous trials to improve upon research in this area. Therefore, we identified the use of systematic reviews to inform future research and strengthen the body of evidence as the fifth key issue for discussion as part of the second objective of this paper.
Discussion Benefits or Harm: What to Look for and How to Measure
In this review and in many reviews of mental health interventions, the types of outcomes measured across separate trials as well as the range of tools used to measure those outcomes were diverse. When different tools or scales are used to measure a common underlying construct (e.g., quality of life), statistical approaches can standardize and combine treatment effects based on these different scales. These treatment effects are pooled based on the standardized mean difference, but this statistic can be difficult to interpret and needs to be transformed back to units of a commonly used scale to give more meaningful information about the size and clinical significance of the results.
A greater challenge was the difference in the types of constructs that were measured across separate trials. For example, when we were looking at mental health as an outcome for the review, we found that some trials measured general psychological symptoms while others measured more specific constructs, such as symptoms of depression. This difference was due in part to the fact that this subset of trials looked at more narrowly defined groups within mental health. Given the broad population covered by the review (i.e., clients of statutory mental health services), we felt it important to present the most broadly applicable outcomes for this population rather than focusing on condition-specific outcomes.
Finally, none of the studies in our review reported any adverse effects on clients when consumer-providers were part of the mental health service, but studies that incorporated qualitative assessments did identify a range of less desirable or unintended outcomes. Although the intervention might not have had any harmful effects on clients, several studies reported potential harm for the consumer-providers themselves (e.g., workload pressure combined with managing their own illness, implications of employment on the government benefits they received) or their colleagues (e.g., increased workload to compensate for the reduced workload taken on by the consumer-providers; Clarke et al., 2000; Craig et al., 2004; O'Donnell et al., 1999; Sells et al., 2006) . As in many RCTs, adverse effects of interventions might not be readily identified, and other trial designs might be needed to provide insight about potential harm. Further, evaluating complex interventions likely involves exploration of the evidence beyond understanding the quantitative effectiveness of the intervention alone (Petticrew, Rehfuess et al., 2013) . In the context of mental health, longer term observational studies that capture rates of relapse in both clients and consumer-providers and qualitative studies exploring both client and provider experiences might help build a richer contextual understanding of the benefits and harm of interventions presented in systematic reviews.
The heterogeneity of outcome measures across studies in mental health could be improved if researchers agreed on the outcomes that are most important in determining the potential benefits and harm of interventions. This approach has previously been reported for mental health services (Clifford, 1998) and has been notably achieved in other disciplines, such as rheumatology (Tugwell et al., 2007) . It is also the subject of a large project called the Core Outcome Measures in Effectiveness Trials Initiative (Williamson et al., 2012) . The aim is to develop core outcome sets that must be measured and reported in all trials for specific conditions. Engaging consumers to explore their views on research priorities and outcomes that are important to them is an essential part of this process. Underpinning all of these efforts is a systematic assessment of the validity of tools used to measure core outcomes. International efforts to identify and promote core outcome sets for studies in mental health will guide researchers and ensure their research has impact by measuring the most relevant outcomes with the most reliable tools as well as facilitating meta-analysis across multiple studies of the same intervention. In the meantime, authors of systematic reviews of mental health interventions can approach the issue of outcome heterogeneity by establishing a hierarchy of outcome measures a priori (Hazell, O'Connell, Heathcote, & Henry, 2002; Hetrick, McKenzie, Cox, Simmons, & Merry, 2012) .
Mental Health Services as Complex Interventions
A service is a complex intervention. How can we tell which parts of the service work to improve client outcomes? In our review, we set out to assess the effects of employing consumer-providers as part of a mental health care service. All health services differ in what they offer clients. To evaluate the effectiveness of one element of the service, it is important that only this element differs between the groups being compared. In our review, this reductionist approach meant comparing services in which the only difference between them was the presence of a consumer-provider. We identified two approaches used by researchers to compare the effect of the consumer-provider: substitution or addition. The first approach used a consumer-provider as a substitute to perform the role in one service that was carried out by a professional in another, comparable service. The second approach was to compare the effect of a mental health service with or without the addition of a consumer-provider. The research question we were interested in was not always aligned with the objectives of some of the individual studies. Indeed, we had to exclude 11 trials that were otherwise relevant to our review because they compared one mental health service involving a consumer-provider role with a different type of health service that did not involve a consumer-provider role. We excluded these studies because it would have been impossible to disentangle the effects attributable to a consumer-provider in studies comparing interventions that differed on more than the consumer-provider role.
Following guidelines for evaluating complex interventions can improve study design in the field of mental health services (Craig et al., 2008) . Ryan, Kaufman, and Hill (2009) wrote that "complex interventions are so called because of the dynamic, multifaceted, interacting and socially contingent nature of the interventions and their application" (Background section, para 1). It is important that complex mental health interventions are based on theory and on empirical evidence about the key drivers of change, thus establishing a causal pathway. Researchers can then examine the impact of the intervention along this causal pathway and test it on the proposed drivers of change Michie, Fixsen, Grimshaw, & Eccles, 2009; Michie et al., 2005) . If each intervention and its components are carefully specified with regard to how each component theoretically addresses the proposed mechanism of change, then researchers can measure each of these mechanisms and determine whether each individual component is effective. Alternatively, multi-arm trials are required to compare the whole intervention with each of the individual components in order to test how components might modify the size of effect for an intervention; however, this type of study design requires larger sample sizes. This approach to designing interventions is consistent with the United Kingdom Medical Research Council guidance (Craig et al., 2008) for developing and evaluating complex interventions, specifying the "active ingredients" of interventions and theorizing the pathways to change (Craig et al., 2008; Michie et al., 2009; Michie, Webb, & Sniehotta, 2010) .
In our review, the lack of detailed reporting or description of the components of each intervention was a notable gap in the research. Researchers should prepare a study manual with a detailed description of the intervention and its components, the proposed drivers of change, the delivery method (including who is involved in delivering the intervention), as well as any training or supervision requirements, and should provide the manual as supplementary information when the study results are made available (Craig et al., 2008; Schulz, Altman, & Moher, 2010a) . In a systematic review, authors must assess and report the quality and fidelity of interventions in order to adequately consider clinical and statistical heterogeneity across trials (Herbert & Bo, 2005) . Doing so will ensure that the effects of complex interventions, such as employing consumers in care provider roles, can be disentangled from the overall effects of services for clients.
Challenges for Community-Based RCTs
Interventions that are readily available within the community pose specific challenges when conducting RCTs. In particular, contamination of the treatment group might occur if the intervention is accessed by individuals assigned to the control group. Three studies in our review involved community-based mental health services with consumerprovided programs that were ultimately accessible to participants in both groups (Craig et al., 2004; Kaufmann et al., 1995; Rogers et al., 2007) . When up to 17% of the participants randomized to the control arm in these studies independently chose to attend the community-based programs, the integrity of the controlled parallel group trial design was compromised. The significance of this issue was highlighted in the study by Kaufmann et al. (1995) in which poor uptake in the intervention group resulted in a similar proportion of participants being exposed to the intervention across both treatment groups, thereby cancelling out the randomized assignment to intervention or control groups. Similarly, in the Craig et al. (2004) study, the potential for "leakage" of interventions between groups was present, because clients from the standard care arm also attended the social events run by the consumers.
When contamination occurs during a trial, any real benefit of the intervention might be diluted, and as a result, no difference will be observed between control and intervention groups. When comparing interventions that are readily accessible to individuals in the community setting and thus to participants in both groups, one solution is to use the setting as the unit of randomization rather than the individual client. Cluster randomization assigns groups of participants in a designated setting to either the intervention or control arm. The benefit of a cluster-RCT is that separate geographical settings can be used to compare regions where participants have access to community-based interventions with regions where participants do not have access to the intervention (Giraudeau & Ravaud, 2009) .
Although cluster randomization is a potential solution, it is not without its own limitations, such as the possibility of recruitment bias. Where evidence of recruitment bias exists, such as differences in participant-or cluster-level covariates between the randomized groups, this bias can be addressed with hierarchical or multilevel models that adjust for identified confounders (Hahn, Puffer, Torgerson, & Watson, 2005) . However, this solution requires larger numbers of clusters and participants. In some cases, even if the potential for contamination is high or contamination has occurred at a high rate (e.g., 20%), it might still be more feasible to conduct an RCT rather than a cluster RCT (in terms of the sample size required) and accept the potential for a diluted effect size (Torgerson, 2001) . Researchers also should consider whether significant geographical distances are required to protect groups from exposure to other treatments being tested; such requirements might not be feasible, particularly in smaller trials with limited resources.
The Role of Trialists to Minimize Bias
Incomplete reporting of trial procedures and outcomes in the studies we included hampered our ability to pool data across studies in a meta-analysis and to accurately assess the potential biases in study results. Researchers conducting future RCTs of consumer-providers in mental health services should familiarize themselves with the Standard Protocol Items: Recommendations for Interventional Trials (SPIRIT) statement to ensure a robust study design and minimal likelihood of bias in the study findings (Chan et al., 2013) . Specific recommendations include using appropriate methods to generate a random sequence (ensuring participants are truly randomized to the intervention or comparison group) and concealing the allocation so that assignments cannot be predicted in advance. Researchers should try to blind outcome assessors and consider whether it is possible to blind participants and care providers to the purpose of the study.
Selective outcome reporting by study authors was a significant limitation for our review and appears to be a greater problem when dealing with trials that predate clinical trial reporting guidelines provided in the CONSORT statement (Schulz et al., 2010b) . Current and future researchers should make all outcome data available in full, either in trial publications, as supplementary material, or online. The prospective registration of trials goes some way toward ensuring that potential biases, such as those identified within the current review, are minimized. The benefits of doing so include independent peer review of the protocol, which might limit the potential impact of any conflict of interest among the researchers and promote full disclosure of outcome data following trial completion.
Systematic Reviews as a Roadmap for Future Research
Our systematic review identified the various strengths and weaknesses across the existing body of evidence regarding consumer-provider involvement in statutory mental health services and highlighted how future trials might improve the evidence base for policy decisions in this area. Our review demonstrated the long-standing research base in the consumer-provision of mental health services: One of the studies was published almost 35 years ago (Gordon et al., 1979) . A concerning observation across the studies was that it is not apparent that subsequent research in this area has systematically built on, or even consistently demonstrated awareness of, earlier quantitative studies. Situating any new trial within the existing evidence base has been strongly advocated, and journals increasingly insist that authors provide a summary of previous research and describe the impact their trial has on the summary (Young & Horton, 2005) . Our review provided the most comprehensive and up-to-date summary of RCTs in this area and should be considered an essential resource for researchers interested in assessing the impact of consumer-provider involvement in mental health services on client outcomes.
More important, our review identified a number of issues that future researchers in this area should consider, such as the use of agreed upon core outcome sets and tools validated for use in mental health populations. In order to consider involving consumer-providers in mental health services, a systematic assessment should examine adverse client outcomes as well as potential harm to consumerproviders themselves and weigh the cost effectiveness of benefits against any identified harm. Conclusion Our Cochrane systematic review on consumerprovision of mental health services showed no overall difference in clients' quality of life, mental health symptoms, and satisfaction with services between those who received care from consumerproviders and those who did not. A systematic assessment of potential harm of the intervention that includes both observational and qualitative study designs is warranted. Evidence from research studies conducted in this area of mental health services might be strengthened by having an agreed upon core outcome set and ensuring complete reporting of all outcome data. We hope that systematic reviews such as ours contribute to building a roadmap for research on mental health services and inform research priorities and allocation of limited resources to areas of greatest need. In this way, researchers, care providers, policy makers, and clients benefit from research that is likely to have the most impact on driving improvements in client outcomes.
Appendix B

Bright 1999 Method
Trial Design: RCT, duration unknown. Setting: Fee for service outpatient clinic, University of Memphis Department of Psychology, Memphis (TN), USA. Study aim: To assess the relative efficacy of professional and consumer-provider therapists in providing group cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) and mutual support group therapy (MSG).
Inclusion criteria (Clients):
Ages 18-60 with current moderate to severe depressive symptoms (clinically assessed), minimum eighth-grade education, ability to read and write. Exclusions (Clients): Current therapy, or concurrent treatment, drug or alcohol problems, mood disorders, or mental retardation, experiencing current active suicidal potential, or experiencing other need for immediate treatment.
Participants
Clients: 98 participants (28.6% male). Mean age 45.8 (range 21-72 years). Moderate to severe depressive symptoms. Recruited via media advertisements, not currently receiving treatment. Consumer-providers: Consumer-providers were recruited from self-help groups in which they had participated or led. Three of six consumer-providers had led community-based self-help groups; and four of eight professionals had led self-help groups. Consumer-providers' average age was 36 years (28 years for the professional therapists). Diagnosis of consumer-providers: not reported.
Intervention
Consumer-provider role:
Involvement as therapists delivering CBT or MSG interventions.
Training/support: Consumer-providers and professionals received 2-day training, using protocol and treatment manuals for CBT and MSG. Therapist sessions were supervised weekly. All therapy sessions were audio-taped and observed by trained raters for fidelity. More training provided if needed. Intervention (MSG): (n = 22) MSG therapy led by 2 paraprofessional consumer-providers (male and female).
Sessions involved informal exchanges of information. Intervention (CBT): (n = 21) CBT led by 2 paraprofessional consumer-providers (male and female). Sessions were based on Feeling Good Seminar Series 1 with accompanying participant workbook. Control (CBT): (n = 27) CBT provided by 2 professional therapists (male and female). Control (MSG): (n = 29) MSG led by 2 professional therapists (male and female).
Delivery: Ten weekly 90-minute sessions. Each pair of co-therapists (consumer-providers and professionals) conducted an MSG and CBT group.
Outcomes
Assessments were conducted at baseline, weekly during treatment, post-treatment (10 weeks), and 6 months follow up.  Hamilton Rating Score for Depression (HRSD)  Beck Depression Inventory (BDI)  Automatic Thoughts Questionnaire (ATQ)  Hopkins Symptoms Checklist-58 (HSCL-58)  Out-of-session practice.  Therapy Compliance Checklist Notes Four-arm trial involved 2 relevant comparisons; 1) consumer-provider led CBT vs professional led CBT and 2) consumer-provider led MSG vs professional led MSG. Each comparison analysed separately. Thirty clients terminated therapy before completing 7 sessions and the analysed outcome data for BDI, HSRD, HSCL-58, and ATQ included only the 68 participants who attended at least 7 sessions and returned for the "posttest assessment".
Clarke 2004
Method
Trial design: RCT, duration 3 years. Setting: Community-based mental health services in Portland (OR), USA, with consumer-run assertive case management/supported housing program Mind Empowered Inc. (MEI). Site housed consumer-provider and non-consumer teams. Study aim: To examine time to first episode, and number of clients experiencing hospital use, incarceration, emergency room visits and homelessness in people randomised to assertive community treatment (ACT) involving consumer-providers compared to ACT with professional staff or usual care. Inclusion criteria: Adults (18+ years) meeting the Oregon definition of chronically mentally ill and priority 1 criteria (clinically diagnosed) with documented history of persistent psychotic symptoms, and impaired role functioning in two of these areas: social role, daily living skills, or social acceptability. Exclusions: Mental retardation, history of persistent psychotic symptoms caused by substance abuse.
Participants
Clients: 178 participants (60.7% male). Mean age 36.5 (SD 10.3). Schizophrenia (59.5%). Substance abuse (33.1%), homeless in past 6 months (30.7%), hospitalised in the last six months (60.7%), and at least one prior arrest (63.2%). Consumer-providers: Self-identified mental health consumers with a DSM-III-R axis I diagnosis including bipolar disorder (n = 4, 50%), major depression, schizoaffective disorder, or cyclothymia. Most held a Bachelor's degree. Recruitment details not provided.
Intervention
Training/support: Intensive training on the ACT model provided to staff from both teams at the beginning of the study, and throughout the next several years. Fidelity assessed with the Dartmouth ACT Fidelity Scale. Consumer-provider role:
Case managers in ACT teams. Both ACT teams shared a psychiatrist, nurse practitioner, and clinical director. Each team consisted of 4 full-time and 1 part-time case manager, including a team leader. Intervention: (n = 57) Consumer-provider case managers in an ACT team. Average caseload 4.6 clients per case manager. Clients in ACT groups had 3 to 5 weekly contacts with their mental health providers. Non-consumer ACT team:
(n = 57) Professional case managers with no diagnosable mental illness. Most held a Masters degree. Average caseload 5.4 clients per case manager. Usual care: (n = 49) Participants received mental health services from agencies in Portland.
Outcomes
Interviews conducted every 6 months to 24 months follow-up  Case manager activity logs  Case manager time allocation  Location of services provided  Emergency room visits  Psychiatric hospitalisation Notes Data analysis involved comparison of the 2 ACT teams (Comparison 1) and did not include the usual care group.
Craig 2004 Method
Trial design: RCT, duration 12 months. Setting: Assertive outreach team in inner London borough (UK) providing outpatient services. Study aim: To investigate the feasibility and impact of employing mental health services users as health care assistants (HCAs) within an assertive outreach team (ACT). Inclusion criteria: Clients of assertive outreach team with severe mental illness and a history of poor engagement. Exclusions: Clients of assertive outreach team either well engaged with regular outpatient or depot clinic attendance, in prison, in the process of transfer to another team, or in long-term hospital placement.
Participants
Clients: 45 participants (66.7% male). Mean age 37.6 (SD 8.9), single (82%), live alone (56%). All participants moderately symptomatic, with an average total BPRS score of 39.4 (range 25-64, higher scores worse); schizophrenia (87%), significant drug or alcohol abuse (29%), history of violence (40%), or criminal record (9/45). 11 of 14 participants had hospital admissions in previous year that were involuntary (mean stay 67 days). Consumer-providers: Two consumer-providers, both suffered severe mental illness and were unemployed for a number of years, but had previously held down jobs.
Intervention
Employed as full time HCAs (positions), no other involvement in control of providing care, or development of program. Consumer-providers engaged with clients from the outset in a befriending social care and client advocate role. Training/support: 3 part-time consumer-providers received 6 weeks training. After unsuccessful retention of these consumer-providers training was revised with emphasis on client's social care needs and consumer-provider role as client befrienders and advocates. Unclear if training aimed to standardise intervention delivery or content, or if fidelity was measured. Intervention: (n = 24) ACT incorporating consumer-providers as HCAs. Consumer-providers reviewed welfare benefits and benefit uptake, encouraged attendance at clinic and vocational/social activities, led a recreational group at a church hall and helped clients with practical daily activities. Control: (n = 21) Case management and assertive outreach team involving psychiatrists and case managers from a nursing background.
Outcomes
Outcomes assessed at baseline and 12 months follow up. To maintain contact with 20 to 50 local CND members; organise and lead weekly meetings; provide peer counselling; organise business or fundraising activities; assist group members in crisis; maintain positive attitude among group members. Training or support received:
The consumer providers received training and a Peer Counselling manual. Manuals provided instructions on solutions for such issues as employment, housing, recreation, patient crises and instability, and medical problems. Staff from CND projects supervised and provided clinical back-up. No fidelity measure reported. Intervention: (n = not described) Prior to discharge, clients received support on transition to community life, including training on pre-employment skills, peer counseling, group leadership, and community living. After discharge, in addition to treatment as usual, clients followed up by local Community Area Managers). Clients encouraged to attend meetings which included a social activity. Support for transportation and social contact encouraged between group members. Control: (n = not described) Treatment as usual; traditional aftercare services with referring therapists or a local Community Mental Health Centre.
Outcomes assessed at 10 months  Rehospitalization  Length of stay  Use of community mental health services Notes Numbers randomised to each group not specified, therefore outcome data reported are unusable. Related paper published in Self-Help Reporter March-April 1979 could not be obtained.
Kaufman 1995 Method
Trial design: RCT, duration unclear (self-help group records kept for 6 months).
Setting: Community mental health centre (CHMC), Pittsburgh (PA), USA.
Study aim: To test the effectiveness of self-help group psychosocial rehabilitation clubhouse approach on outcomes for people with severe and long-standing mental illness. Inclusion criteria: Psychiatric diagnosis of schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder or major mood disorder, normal intelligence, recent inpatient or outpatient psychiatric treatment. Exclusions: Personality disorder, inpatients, current self-help group member or enrolled in a partial hospital program held same time as self-help groups. Participants Clients: 90 participants (38.9% male). Mean age 42 (SD not reported), unemployed (87%), schizophrenia (54.4%), schizoaffective disorder (13.3%), or major affective disorder (32.2%). Clients recruited from urban CMHC. Subjects paid for completing research interviews. Consumer-providers: Current and former psychiatric patients working at drop-in centres operated under sponsorship of the CMHC.
Intervention
To contact experimental subjects, and offer to accompany them to their first group meeting. Group meetings occurred once a week at 3 community mental health drop-in centres. The centres were not solely run by consumers, but had at least 1 self-help group member in a paid staff position. Researchers also received a cash honorarium for members who also collected data for the research project. Training/support: Researchers, the self-help group staff and CMHCs collaborated together. All research contacts with self-help group members were made with the agreement of the membership of the self-help group and individual members could veto researcher participation in the project. Biannual community Advisory Board meetings at the drop-in centres were conducted and researchers updated the Board on research project progress and members presented demonstrations and personal accounts of activities at self-help groups. Intervention: (n = 54) Participants referred to 1 of 3 self-help groups run by current and former psychiatric patients, in addition to usual care at the CMHC. Attendance at the drop-in centre was voluntary. Control: (n = 36) Participants not told about the self-help groups; encouraged to continue with their usual care at the CMHC.
Outcomes
Outcomes assessed at baseline and six months.
There was cross-over between groups (17% of both the treatment and control groups participated in self-help groups); hence no significant difference in participation rates between groups. Data only reported comparing participators vs non-participators and did not compare the original randomised groups.
O'Donnell 1999 Method
Trial design: RCT, duration 12 months. Setting: Outpatient mental health services, Eastern Sydney Area Health Service (Australia). Study aim: To empower the client by establishing parity between client and staff without legal imposition and involve clients in their rehabilitative process in a consensual manner that promoted respect, dignity and self-determination. Inclusion criteria: People aged 18-65 years, English-speaking, met DSM-IV criteria for schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, schizophreniform disorder or bipolar affective disorder, referred for case management by community health services within Eastern Sydney Area Health Service. Exclusions: Co-diagnosis of substance dependence disorder, current Community Treatment Order or Community Counselling Order, history of violence (unless associated with acute psychosis).
Participants
Clients: 119 participants (57.1% male). Mean age 36 years (SD 9.8). Mean education 11.6 years. Predominately lived alone (39%), or with family (30%), and were supported by pension (72%). Schizophrenia (66%); schizoaffective disorder (16%); schizophreniform disorder (6%); and bipolar (12%). Mean duration of illness was 117 months (SD 98.9, range 1-432), mean number of hospital admissions 6 (SD 6.4, range 1-30). Consumer-providers: Six advocates and three reserve advocates were included who were either: 1) recovered individuals who had experienced mental illness themselves (consumer-providers); 2) siblings or carers of people who had experienced mental illness (secondary consumers); or 3) non-consumers who were interested in working with people with mental illness. During the project the focus changed to studying the effects of only primary consumers so advocates were progressively replaced with consumer-providers only.
Intervention
Role of consumerprovider:
Employed as consumer advocates in case management teams, initially recruited to each work 3 hrs/week (based on Rozelle Hospital advocate program). Advocates were assigned 3-6 clients each for 12-month period. Training/support: Consumer consultants provided 3-day training to consumer-providers and other advocates.
Subjects including the Mental Health Act, patient rights, communication and listening skills, assertiveness, conflict resolution, and stress management. Mental health staff provided training on the diagnosis and treatment of schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, psychosocial and family interventions, case management, rehabilitation, supportive accommodation services and other community resources. Advocates met individually with a Project Director monthly, and as a group once a month. After some time this was considered inadequate support, so phone debriefing was established with an experienced advocate. Intervention: Client-focused case management (n = 45) plus consumer advocates (some consumerproviders). Consumer advocates provided self-advocacy for clients, encouraged clients' selfconfidence, and were role models for clients during their recovery. SD 12.8) . Never married (60%). Education 12.0 years (SD 3.0). Schizophrenia (29%), schizoaffective disorder (20%), bipolar (26%), depression (22%) or other psychotic disorder (3%). Consumer-provider: Consumer-providers had history of multiple hospitalizations for mood or psychotic disorders, were eligible for disability benefits, relied on medication for stability and had between 3 to 8 years of sobriety and stability in the community.
Part of intensive case management team, responsible for developing social support and contribute to treatment planning case management meetings. Training/support: Professional and consumer-provider intensive case management staff received similar orientation and training tailored to their specific roles. Before working with clients, staff had 40 hrs of training with competency testing. Staff also received 1 hr individual supervision and 1 hr group supervision, and 1.5 hrs of training weekly for the duration of the project. Consumer-providers were supervised by a full-time and half-time social worker who met with them individually and in groups to solve problems and plan activities. Intervention: (n = 70) Consumer-provider assisted strengths-based intensive case management which focused on client autonomy. Consumer-providers engaged clients in social activities and helped develop supportive social networks. They were guided by preferences of clients in planning activities which included home or community-based one-on-one social activities to help facilitate independent relationship building using natural community resources. They were instructed not to provide routine case management services. Consumer-providers also contributed to treatment planning and provided information about participants during weekly team meetings. Standard care: (n = 66) Strengths-based intensive case management provided by 2 licensed clinical social workers. Individual care provided using natural community resources and backup from a team member. Caseloads limited to 20 participants. 24 hour telephone coverage. Participants encouraged to participate in cognitive-behavioural group therapy. Clinic-based care: (n = 67) Doctoral-level psychologist and clinical social worker provided clinic-based services using a strengths-based approach. No 24-hour telephone coverage.
Outcomes
Assessments conducted at 6 and 12 months.  Lehman Quality of Life Inventory (QOLI) Data collected from 1 to 6 months and 7 to 12 months were added together to give overall data for 12 months for health service use outcomes and hospital service use. The subjective social relations subscale of QOLI was used as the social outcome measure. Data analysis involved comparisons of the strengths-based intensive case management teams involving consumer-providers and professionals and did not include the clinic-based care group.
Rogers 2007 Method
Trial design: RCT, duration 1998 to 2004.
Setting: 8 study sites in various states across the USA (3 in northeast, 1 on west coast, 2 in the south, and 2 in the midwest). Experimental and control groups located at each site.
Study aim: To examine the effectiveness of consumer-operated service providers (COSPs) on improving psychological, social, and objective and subjective functioning outcomes in individuals who receive traditional mental health services Inclusion criteria: Diagnosed serious and persistent mental illness (DSM Mental Disorder Axis I or II), 18+ years, able to provide full and informed consent, actively attending traditional mental health provider within previous 12 months (at least 4 mental health services in past year and at least 1 in the past 4 months).
Exclusions: Unable to participate in research interviews, more than 3 visits to the COSPs under study in the past 6 months.
Participants
Clients: 1827 participants (39.9% male). Mean age 42.7. College/Vocational Training (38.7%), currently employed for pay or volunteer (29.3%), currently in own residence (57.9%), currently homeless (10.2%), social security income past 30 days (83.6%). Schizophrenia or psychotic disorder (50.4%), mood disorders (44.4%), anxiety disorders (3.7%), other (1.5%). Recent psychiatric hospitalisation (16.0%). Physical disability (51.7%).
Consumer-provider: Eight COSPs categorised as drop-in (n = 4), peer support and mentoring (n = 2), and education and advocacy (n = 2). Common ingredients across all COSPs included a focus on peer support, recovery education, empowerment, and tangible assistance for independent community living.
Intervention
Services included drop-in (n = 4 sites), peer support and mentoring (n = 2 sites), and education and advocacy (n = 2 sites). Consumer/survivors who represented the COSPs joined with other consumers on research teams to form a Consumer Advisory Panel.
Intervention: Attendance at a COSP in addition to traditional mental health service. COSPs varied in the type of service provided such as drop-in, peer support and mentoring, and education and advocacy. Common ingredients across all COSPs included a focus on peer support, recovery education, empowerment, and tangible assistance for independent community living.
Control: Traditional mental health services provided by professionals or paraprofessionals including psychiatrists, social workers, psychologists, and residential providers.
Outcomes
Assessments conducted at baseline, 4, 8, and 12 months.

Making Decisions Empowerment (MDE)
 Personal Empowerment (PE)  Organisationally Mediated Empowerment (OME)  Attendance: Dichotomous (any contact vs no contact) as well as categories based on frequency of utilisation (0 = no contact, 1 = > 0 and < 8.5 visits, 2 = > 8.5 visits).
Notes
Percentage values were used to estimate number of people with events for dichotomous outcomes. Number of people assessed in each group was assumed to be the number of people randomised.
Sells 2006 Method
